Abstract. We produce a self contained account of the relationship between the Gaussian arithmeticgeometric mean iteration and the fast computation of elementary functions. A particularly pleasant algorithm for r is one of the by-products.
1. 3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197. The calculation of r to great accuracy has had a mathematical import that goes far beyond the dictates of utility. It requires a mere 39 digits of r in order to compute the circumference of a circle of radius 2 x l025 meters (an upper bound on the distance travelled by a particle moving at the speed of light for 20 billion years, and as such an upper bound on the radius of the universe) with an error of less than 10 -12 meters (a lower bound for the radius of a hydrogen atom).
Such a calculation was in principle possible for Archimedes [2] .
Observe that A. 2-" cosec (0/2") and B. [4] .
The algorithm employed in [17] [5] ). Let M(n) be the "amount of work" required to multiply two n digit numbers together and let D(n) and S(n) be, respectively, the "amount of work" required to invert an n digit number and compute its square root, to n digit accuracy. Then and 
provided M (2) >_-2M (2-1). The constants concealed beneath the order symbol are not even particularly large. Finally, using a fast multiplication, see [12] , it is possible to multiply two n digits numbers in O(n log (n) log log (n)) single digit operations. For this Newton's method cannot suffice since, iffis algebraic in (2.1) then the limit is also algebraic.
The only familiar iterative procedure that converges quadratically to a transcendental function is the arithmetic-geometric mean iteration of Gauss and Legendre for computing complete elliptic integrals. This is where we now turn. We must emphasize that it is difficult to exaggerate Gauss' mastery of this material and most of the next section is to be found in one form or another in 10]. which shows that (c.) converges quadratically to zero. We also observe that (3.4) an an+ + Cn+ and bn an+ which allows us to define an, b. and Cn for negative n. These negative terms can also be generated by the We observe that, since 
which combines with (3.14) and (3.15) to show that
We finish by observing that kI(1, k) <= -allows us to deduce that I(1, k)_-< 2rk + log (). 
and a'---a'(k):-lim a',.
THeOreM 1. For 0 < k < one has.
(a) P(k) exp (TrQ(k)), 16 (.an a) [7] .) As was noted by both Brent and Salamin, Proposition 2 can be used to estimate log given r. We know from (3.13) that, for 0 < k _-< 10-3, log (-) -/(1, k) < 10k2llog k,.
By subtraction, for 0 < x < 1, and n >= 3, (4. and we can compute log exponentially from the AGM approximations of the elliptic integrals in the above formula. This is in the spirit of Newman's presentation [15] . Formula (4.2) works rather well numerically but has the minor computational drawback that it requires computing the AGM for small initial values. This leads to some linear steps (roughly log (n)) before quadratic convergence takes over. We can use (3.16) or (4.2) to show directly that r is exponentially computable. With k 10-" and h 10 -2" + 10-" (3.16) yields with (3.9) that, for n >_-1, log (10-" + 1) AG(1, 10-") AG(1, 10-" + 10-2") =< 101-2". Sincel log (x + 1)Ix I<= x/2 for0 < x < 1, we derive that Newman [15] gives (4.3) with a rougher order estimate and without proof. This analytically beautiful formula has the serious computational drawback that obtaining n digit accuracy for r demands that certain of the operations be done to twice that precision. Legendre's proof of (4.4) can be found in [3] and [8] . His We can derive the following formulae in a completely elementary fashion from the basic relationships for a., b. and c. and (5.3)" t(n b t (5, 5) an+l n+l (n n) nn 
1-h-+lCn+l
Without any knowledge of the convergence of (5.1) one can, from the preceding relationships, easily and directly deduce the exponential convergence of (5.2), in {zllz 1/zl--< c < l/z}. We need the information from (5.1) only to see that (5.2) Legendre's formula is actually equivalent to the Gauss-Salamin formula and that each may be derived from the other using only properties of the AGM which we have developed and equation (4.5) .
This algorithm, like the algorithms of 4, is not self correcting in the way that Newton's method is. Thus, while a certain amount of time may be saved by observing that some of the calculations need not be performed to full precision it seems intrinsic (though not proven) that O(log n) full precision operations must be executed to calculate r to n digits. In fact, showing that r is intrinsically more complicated from a time complexity point of view than multiplication would prove that r is transcendental [5] . 6 Formula (4.2) was then used to compute 2 log (2) and log (4), using r estimated as above and the same integer package. Up to 500 digits were computed this way. It is worth noting that the error estimate in (4.2) is of the right order.
The iteration implicit in (3.22) was used to compute e" in a double precision Fortran. Beginning with k 2 -1/2 produced the following data: Identical results were obtained from (6.3) . In this case y, 4a,,/c,, was computed by the two term recursion which uses x,, given by (3.23), and 16 (1 + Xn) 
